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Chorus
Because I only wanna be with you
Because I'm only gonna leave with you
Because I'm only in love with you
In love with you
(in love with youuu)
Repeat

Now my head spins no feeling
Eyes are a blur
Sit back in my chair
Just fly round the earth
I think deep my energy levels are all down
Blood rush is soo powerful
Feeling it burnt down
No emotion, all I can hear is my drum beat

Head resting on my arm my feeling is hungry
And my pen barely writes on my pad
Which is why for the blue lines and each one just
represents a new rhyme
Time goes slow then fast then it goes past
Then finally the loops just roll in bars
But now they gotta freeze my mind sees blind

On the hillside I'm happy not moving for the meantime
Been off my feet for days
Still it tries to stage
Never once thought how do we change
But I'm allowed in this phase
Cos I'm making it happen
Thrown overboard look at the state of the captain

Chorus
Because I only wanna be with you
Because I'm only gonna leave with you
Because I'm only in love with you
In love with you
(in love with youuu)
Repeat
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I sit back in my chair
Tired from a whole day's work
Working again no time to prepare
I pinch myself just to see if I'm here
In the same room but my mind's elsewhere
It's no allergic reaction power surge occurs burst
reactions
Can't find the words now I'm searching for captions

Life is itself in the form of attachments
Like finding a loved one in suicide who decides she will
make it
If you get a chance just take it
Life goes too fast just face it
Blurry eyes I'm facing in a maze and now I can't find a
way
No maps, no cats, no sixth sense

Cold nights outside there's no rent
Another day in the life where I've spent wondering how
to progress
Finding different ways to relieve my stress
Most ways not best
Trying to focus and deep down now I know I'm not
tripping out
Cos I only wanna be with you and if I had one wish it's
all I would wish

And now times goes slow, fast it goes past
And I see what I wanna see and what I wanna see I just
struggle to touch and
Grasp
Peace in my world like a puzzle in my head it's beats
and guitars
And it's something so deep from the skin to the core to
the core of my heart

Chorus
Because I only wanna be with you
Because I'm only gonna leave with you
Because I'm only in love with you
In love with you
(in love with youuu)
Repeat
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